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Abstract: Deriving 3D urban development patterns is necessary for urban planners to control the
future directions of 3D urban growth considering the availability of infrastructure or being prepared
for fundamental infrastructure. Urban metrics have been used so far for quantification of landscape
and land-use change. However, these studies focus on the horizontal development of urban form.
Therefore, questions remain about 3D growth patterns. Both 3D data and appropriate 3D metrics
are fundamentally required for vertical development pattern extraction. Airborne light detection
and ranging (Lidar) as an advanced remote-sensing technology provides 3D data required for such
studies. Processing of airborne lidar to extract buildings’ heights above a footprint is a major task and
current automatic algorithms fail to extract such information on vast urban areas especially in hilly
sites. This research focuses on proposing new methods of extraction of ground points in hilly urban
areas using autocorrelation-based algorithms. The ground points then would be used for digital
elevation model generation and elimination of ground elevation from classified buildings points
elevation. Technical novelties in our experimentation lie in choosing a different window direction
and also contour lines for the slant area, and applying moving windows and iterating non-ground
extraction. The results are validated through calculation of skewness and kurtosis values. The results
show that changing the shape of windows and their direction to be narrow long squares parallel
to the ground contour lines, respectively, improves the results of classification in slant areas. Four
parameters, namely window size, window shape, window direction and cell size are empirically
chosen in order to improve initial digital elevation model (DEM) creation, enhancement of the initial
DEM, classification of non-ground points and final creation of a normalised digital surface model
(NDSM). The results of these enhanced algorithms are robust for generating reliable DEMs and
separation of ground and non-ground points in slant urban scenes as evidenced by the results of
skewness and kurtosis. Offering the possibility of monitoring urban growth over time with higher
accuracy and more reliable information, this work could contribute in drawing the future directions
of 3D urban growth for a smarter urban growth in the Smart Cities paradigm.

Keywords: 3D city development; high-rise buildings; advanced GIS; spatial big data; temporal data;
point cloud; airborne lidar; 3D geospatial data; spatial data mining; smart cities

1. Introduction

The smart city is an emerging concept referring to a technology-based solution for managing
resources of a city [1]. Cities are known as complex and dynamic environments and their physical
characteristics are changing over time. There is a desire to identify patterns of urban growth in
three dimensions (3D), that is, growth both horizontally and vertically. Recent studies tend to collect
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accurate 3D geospatial data, process them using different methods, and visualise 3D cities, which
are all still underdeveloped practices [2]. This paper focuses on two key deficiencies: (i) there is no
reliable tool to extract ground points automatically in a large urban area including hills in a geographic
information system (GIS) environment; (ii) there is no automated method for extracting building
footprints in terms of the outer boundary of buildings in an advanced GIS environment. As GIS is
often used for spatial analysis of urban big data [3], and is an important analytical tool in smart cities
and urban planning [4], developing an automated method for extraction of buildings points from
airborne light detection and ranging (Lidar) and their footprints in GIS would be beneficial to urban
analytics. Otherwise, practitioners need to do all the required analysis in different tools encountering
data exchanges issues including interoperability and missing information [5–7]. This paper aims to
utilise airborne Lidar technology and advanced GIS tools to propose and evaluate new algorithms
for ground points extraction from airborne Lidar data. Our proposed refined autocorrelation-based
algorithm, building footprint extraction methods and visualisation are implemented and visualised in
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) ArcGIS. These tasks are fundamental for applying
3D urban metrics for 3D spatial analytics and smart city data analytics, discussed in recent studies
such as Li, et al. [8], Jing, et al. [9] and Rejeb Bouzgarrou, et al. [10].

American cities such as New York grew both horizontally and vertically in the late 1800s. In 1933,
Le Corbusier advocated the concept of the ‘vertical city’ by proposing zoning of the cities and including
tall buildings for living and working purposes [11,12]. Accelerated urbanisation and economic growth
in the 1980s were two major drivers of vertical development of capital cities such as Tokyo [13]. The
concept of a world city (e.g., New York, Tokyo and London with global socio-economic function) and
the increased demand for space rather than land for new urban development is another driver for the
vertical growth of the central business districts (CBDs) of cities [14–17]. Vertical development of urban
areas formed through the construction of high-rise buildings results from policies, high demands for
land development and land scarcity in urban areas [18].

Intensification policies to achieve compact cities [19], high-rise buildings in a high-density city
form [20,21], and sustainable city strategies to achieve a compact urban form, have all created the trend
for more compact cities. In addition, infill development often contains more development than its fringe
areas and Brownfield development, a policy for redeveloping previously developed land [22]. This
policy has been discussed as an effective policy to achieve sustainable compact cities in UK, Greece,
Poland, Netherlands, France, Spain, Belgium and USA, [23,24], by minimising urban sprawl and
putting less emphasis on greenfield development [22]. This type of development refers to constructing
planned urban neighbourhoods with natural, landscape design on previously undeveloped land or on
agricultural land. However, one of the implications of such developments of the vertical urban form
is that there may not be limits on building heights in some cases [25]. In addition, some models for
dealing with the problem of slums in urban areas are based on redevelopment into high-rise buildings,
as proposed by Gill and Bhide [26], to demolish existing slums and construct high-rise buildings in
the same area to locate slum inhabitants. Moreover, Seraj and Alam [27] argued that a shortage of
buildable land forces redevelopment into high-rise buildings.

Vertical development is known as an effective phenomenon of transforming the functions of a
city or its morphology and vertical development monitoring is one of the most important aspects
of sustainable smart growth [18]. Moreover, vertical urban growth may result in a vertical sprawl
phenomenon in which clusters of high buildings emerge in metropolitan areas.

Clusters of high-rise buildings in modern Asian cities result from the strategy of vertical
development adapted for both commercial and residential areas to deal with the problem of land
scarcity [28,29]. Examples include Hong Kong, Tokyo, Singapore, Shanghai, Beijing, Taipei, Kuala
Lumpur, Seoul, and other cities [28,30–32]. A term of 3D compactness is used for urban areas with
concentrations of high-rise buildings in areas such as CBDs, for example, in Seoul, South Korea.

All these policies and examples reveal a trend of both horizontal compactness and vertical urban
densification. Examples of cities affected by policies of accelerated urbanisation and land scarcity can
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be seen in countries such as Iran, Japan, Brazil, Hong Kong, Egypt, India and China. Shi et al. [33]
studied the three-dimensional expansion of Shanghai from 1985 to 2006 and found that the number of
high-rise buildings in the core city had increased by 31.3% in the period 1985 to 1992, 38.2% from 1992
to 1999 and 23.9% from 1999 to 2006. Additionally, the growth rate of high-rise buildings in suburban
areas has been reported to be 100%, 160.5% and 139.3% for the same periods, respectively. Based on
the data, they found a dominant vertical growth period in the development trend of Shanghai.

Previously, spatial metrics and remote-sensing data have been used to derive information about
land cover changes and vegetations [34], horizontal urban development [35–39] or more recently to
estimate building heights using high definition videos captured from space [40]. Spatial metrics have
been studied to quantify two types of horizontal urban development, sprawl and compact urban
form [33,41–45].

As the concentration of high buildings in urban areas affects local climate, it is an important
element of urban fabric and required for building classifications [40,46,47]. It affects many factors
of the urban environment such as the local temperature [48–50], shadows cast over nearby areas,
microclimate change and urban heat islands [51–54], wind speed and orientation [55], energy exchange
in urban areas [56], urban crime [57], mobile phone signal propagation loss [58], and urban renewal
and planning [59]. However, studies on the spatial distribution patterns of building height remain
relatively scarce [59]. Measuring and illustrating the level of compactness of horizontal urban form is
necessary for sustainable urban form studies, as a more compact city is argued to be a more sustainable
form. In addition to the studies of horizontal compactness, detection and analysis of the concentration
of high buildings is also required for studying patterns of vertical urban development. Determining the
degree of compactness of high-rise buildings is important for large scale spatial and temporal studies
to characterise the patterns of high-rise buildings. Separating high and low buildings is important for
compactness assessment of vertical urban development to identify which urban areas include higher
buildings. In a recent study, Lin et al. [18] modelled urban vertical growth and concluded that high-rise
buildings tend to be compacted, in contrast to lower buildings that are less compacted and also tend
to spread outwards. They also found a concentrated zone of vertical growth. After determination of
the concentrated urban areas with higher buildings, the major economic and social drivers as well as
spatial syntax of these patterns can be investigated. From a different perspective, Gooding, et al. [60]
used low resolution (2 m horizontal) of Lidar datasets to measure roof areas, geometry, orientation
and slopes. Recently, Huang, et al. [46] used Lidar in conjunction with high-resolution images for
applying a classification scheme to extract buildings. They examined the proposed scheme on two
villages areas in Guangzhou, China. They suggested that building heights information is critical for
accurate building classifications.

This study is part of a 3D urban development pattern extraction aiming at extraction of vertical
patterns of changes of urban form over time. Deriving 3D patterns of urban form in hilly cities or
cities including a slant area using airborne Lidar requires extraction of buildings and ground points in
slant areas. Extraction of ground points is necessary as these points are the basis for making a digital
elevation model (DEM) and this will be used to eliminate ground elevation from building points
elevation resulting in extraction of the magnitude of buildings’ heights.

1.1. Concepts and Proposed Objectives for Urban Analytics

This paper mainly focuses on urban development analysis using lidar point clouds and GIS.
This section defines the main relevant concepts. An urban block refers to private or public open
space forming an island which may be surrounded by transport networks [61]. Shirowzhan et al. [61]
consider an urban neighbourhood as an area of a city in which citizens can reach local services
and includes schools within easy walking distance. The same scholar considers urban form as the
spatial pattern of the permanent physical objects of a group of buildings and infrastructure and the
repetition and combination of undifferentiated elements. Another concept that can be measured
using remote-sensing tools is the compactness of urban areas which are interchangeably used in the
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literature as high density, high-rise buildings, degree of clustering, concentration level, centrality, infill
development, Brownfield development, land recycling, vertical development, 3D compactness, scale
of analysis and spatial arrangement. In order to analyse the spatial arrangement of different types of
cities, either scattered or as compact development, several metrics should be measured such as the
degree of clustering [62,63], centrality [64], proximity [62] and scattering [65].

In previous studies, several metrics measurement methods are defined to examine the level
of compactness at a metropolitan scale. For example, other relevant measurement methods of
compactness are known as Shannon entropy for estimation of the level of compactness of urban
growth [66], moment of inertia [67], concentration, centralisation, proximity and clustering [62].
Availability of open space, scattering [65], single point compactness (SPC) [68] and porosity are other
metrics used to define the level of compactness of horizontal urban growth [64].

Airborne Lidar provides point clouds by recording the echoes from the surface of high frequency
laser pulses emitted from a scanner. The round-trip time of the laser pulses enable the determination
of the distance from the laser scanner to the terrain or objects, and then accurate three-dimensional
coordinates of points on the terrain or objects can be determined from the known position and attitude
of the scanner. In airborne Lidar, the acquisition equipment is mounted on aircraft, laser pulses from
the equipment are emitted towards the terrain by the scanning system normal to the flight direction,
and the returned pulses are recorded for each emitted pulse. The aircraft is equipped with a global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) receiver for the determination of instantaneous positions of the
aircraft and an inertial measuring unit (IMU) for the determination of instantaneous velocities and
orientations of the aircraft. Therefore, accurate X, Y and Z coordinates representing easting, northing
and elevation values, respectively of the point cloud data can be determined [69]. Point cloud data
has been increasingly used for urban analytics [70,71], building and construction [72–77], biomass
estimation [78,79], landscape investigation [80,81] and smart city data analytics [82,83]. This study
also uses airborne Lidar data for building classifications. Lidar data requires the undergoing of
quality checks [84,85]. The literature recommends examining the applications of Lidar data in different
contexts, since it gives sub-metre accuracy that provides an appropriate source for distribution pattern
analysis of buildings’ heights [84].

This paper is a step forward in designing and applying one of the spatial data mining (SDM)
methods, which is defined as the development of an algorithm or procedural methodology for the
extraction of desired information from a complex spatial database including point clouds [86]. The
required data for the study needs to describe accurate height information at individual building level
over large urban areas. Therefore, airborne Lidar point clouds with high horizontal and vertical
accuracies are considered suitable for this task.

1.2. Gap in Building Heights Metrics Using Temporal Point Cloud in Geographic Information System (GIS)

There is a significant gap in the literature of urban metrics regarding spatial and temporal 3D
urban form and change analysis. To fill this gap, appropriate 3D remote-sensing data and urban
metrics as well as clear methodologies are required. More specifically, after a thorough review of
literature, this work found an important gap in examining different Lidar solutions on difficult terrains
such as slant areas. This paper intends to examine a proposed procedure described in the method
section on slant areas, which has been overlooked in previous publications. Most of the publications
examined flat areas or focused on the roof and other elements of a building [46,60].

The enhanced autocorrelation-based algorithms for Lidar data classification [69] should be applied
on different case studies. Empirical analysis of window size, shape, direction and cell size are required
in order to assess initial DEM creation, possibility of enhancing the initial DEM, classification of
non-ground points and final creation of a normalised digital surface model (NDSM). NDSM includes
all nonground points excluding ground elevation. Comparison of the enhanced autocorrelation-based
algorithms with existing point-based algorithms in different cases is also an urgent need.
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Based on the literature, a set of objectives is designed for identifying both horizontal and vertical
dimensions of buildings in an urban environment:

• Objective 1: To propose the application of 3D Discrete Compactness (3D DC), A*, global and local
autocorrelation statistics and kernel density in urban block scale for determining the patterns
of vertical urban development for extraction of the concentration of relatively higher and lower
buildings; and to propose a clear methodology for applying the metrics on height information
extracted from remotely sensed 3D data;

• Objective 2: To propose advanced autocorrelation-based algorithms to classify airborne Lidar
point cloud data in complex and slant urban areas comprising large buildings, as ground and
non-ground points for producing DEM of the terrain surface and NDSM; and to derive the
height information of the classified buildings’ points from the extracted DEM and building
points’ elevations;

• Objective 3: To investigate the relationship between distribution patterns of concentrated
relatively lower and relatively higher buildings to urban structural elements such as major
roads; to determine land use types of high buildings for spatial analysis of relationships between
different urban objects such as roads and green spaces; and to demonstrate a method for the
analysis of spatial and temporal change of 3D urban form.

The listed objectives are part of a procedural framework for building classification, analysing
urban 3D forms and measuring urban development by using airborne Lidar data in a GIS environment,
and can be used for spatial analysis using a series of Lidar datasets.

Figure 1 lists a summary of these three themes linking to the relevant objectives and proposed
methods, which should be considered in order to achieve accurate data of all three dimensions of
buildings using airborne Lidar. In this paper, we mainly focus on ground classification as one of the
main challenges of processing Lidar data for this research.
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2. Research Method

This paper presents the preliminary tests of our proposed method of extraction of ground elevation
in slant areas. Figure 2 shows the methodology for identifying 3D urban development patterns, and
the focus of this paper, which is highlighted.
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2.1. Study Areas

The main materials for this paper are point cloud datasets from selected areas in Sydney, Australia.
As Figures 3 and 4 show, the datasets that are used in this paper include:

(i) International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) samples numbers 3 and
11 (https://www.itc.nl/isprs/wgIII-3/filtertest/downloadsites/);

(ii) First and last pulse (multiple return) airborne Lidar data over University of New South Wales
(UNSW) in Sydney, Australia.
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2.2. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) Generation in Slant Areas

The DEMs from Lidar data are generated using classified ground points from point clouds and
implementing an appropriate interpolation algorithm such as Natural Neighbour. Hudak, et al. [87]
and Meng, et al. [88] and Spaete, et al. [89] present different examples implementing relevant algorithms
to Natural Neighbour.

In a preliminary study of the autocorrelation-based algorithms for ground classification [90],
omission and commission errors were calculated for validation of the results. We investigated the
effect of window size with the same shape on the level of error. In this paper, we explore the effect of
window shape and direction on deriving ground points in slant areas and for validation, we calculated
kurtosis and skewness of the difference between the reference DEM and our best achieved DEM.

In this method of validation, the values higher and smaller than 2.5 sigma were removed from
the histogram. These generated rasters help to understand whether the mean of the differences is close
to zero compared to the DEM so better performance of our results can be confirmed and using the
measures of skewness and kurtosis, we can answer the question whether the distribution of these
differences is close to normal distribution. The histogram is also valuable as it illustrates how the
patterns of negative and positive differences are distributed in the raster of the difference.
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2.3. Building Footprint Extraction

A pixel-based building classification method using SVM in ENVI software was compared with
an object-based method on points using ERDAS software [47]. ArcGIS software is used for data
preparation and extraction of building boundaries. The test results on the UNSW dataset using
SVM demonstrated significant misclassifications between buildings and roads in sloping terrain.
Additionally, careful visual inspection shows acceptable results from an object based classifying tool on
the points in ERDAS. Therefore, the object based classifying tool is the choice for building classification
and we continued footprint extraction on the results of classified buildings points using ERDAS for
time series Lidar data sets in application of 3D urban growth analysis.

Extraction of building boundaries from Lidar data was required for preparing NDSM to be used
for grey-level co-occurrence matrix measures and support vector machine classifications in the 3D
urban development analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Window Size and Shape Adaptation in Auto-Correlation Based Classification Algorithms

We applied different window sizes and merged the cluster of low elevation values, as ground,
and then took minimum points of these clusters to improve the preliminary results. The cell size plays
a crucial role in improvement of the results because the mean space of points is 0.8 metres and we have
at most two points per square metre. Taking the minimum point out of one or two points would not
improve the results as much as required. Whereas, taking minimum points of at most 6 points seems
more reasonable, considering the point cloud density and size of objects in the study area. Indeed,
this procedure works similarly to a low pass filtering process that removes small objects. Therefore,
increasing cell size to 3 m rather than 1m would take minimum points from more low elevation points.
These minimum points are utilised for generating our modified DEM.

In the plain area, we extracted the accurate points of large deep areas of ground, by creating a
window as large as the plain area. In this way, the ground points in the partially higher area cannot be
extracted. These points were extracted by a 100 m square window; however, the points of excavated
sites cannot be extracted completely. As a finding, one window size can offset the shortcoming
of another window size. Therefore, a combination of window sizescould be helpful but by doing
so commission error increases. To minimise the commission error, we generated a raster to obtain
minimum elevations from these low points in each 3 m pixel size. The output raster was converted to
the point data set in which each cell outputs a point that is representative of minimum value. These
new points were used as input of the interpolation algorithm of Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) to
generate 1m-DEM.

In complex areas, all clusters of low values extracted by 100 m, 150 m and 200 m and a window as
large as the complex area, were combined and a minimum raster of 3 m cell size was created, then
these points were employed in an interpolation step by IDW algorithm to create 1 m-DEM.

In a preliminary study, we tested the effect of shape and size of window in extraction of ground
points in a flat area. In addition, the effect of cell size was considered for extraction of a DEM from
these ground points. As seen in Figure 5, we firstly extracted the lower points in a window as large as
the whole study area. The extracted non-significant points from this step were considered for further
application of Local Moran’s I (LMI). A high level of commission error in the lower area was achieved.
Therefore, we ignored this step and only kept the ground points from the first step. We also extracted
lower points of this study from 100 m window size. While many ground points in the higher area have
not been extracted from the application of the large window, the extracted points were enough to fill
the gap of the ground points from 100 m window size. Therefore, we merged the points from large
and 100 m window size. Then we made a raster of minimum points in every 1, 3, and 5-m cell size and
found that the 5 m cell size is more appropriate as it can smooth the ground surface and remove spikes
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from the DEM. We applied the IDW algorithm of interpolation on the minimum points to generate a
DEM. In the last step, we applied a filter of low pass to the DEM to remove the outliers.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 24 
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3.2. Effect of Window Shape, Size and Direction on Extraction of Ground Points in Slant Area

We found extraction of ground points in the slant area more challenging and the previous method
of extraction ground points in the flat area does not work in the slant area. In the slant area, using
100 m, 150 m and 200 m window sizes and even a moving 100 m window size could not produce
proper results for ground points segmentation. As the shape and size of the window are found to be
very effective on the results, we started the exploration of extraction of ground points in the slant area
in rectangular window shapes. In the slant area, 100 m window size can only detect the lower points
and the ground points in higher elevation areas cannot be detected [69]. As the sensitivity of the slant
area to the shape and size of the windows was higher than other areas, different rectangular windows
40 m × 490 m, 18 m × 490 m, 25 m × 490, 7 m × 490 m were tested and it was concluded that 7 m ×
490 m extracts more ground points. Moreover, the position of these windows against the slope was
highly important as they have to be perpendicular to slope vector. The rasterization effect in the slant
area was not clear as the 3 m cell size produced a higher commission error. Therefore, 1 m was the
optimal cell size for the slant area.

By visual inspection and comparison with the triangulation irregular network (TIN) model of
the digital surface model (DSM), we concluded that optimum window size to be adapted with the
scene specifications is 7 m × 490 m for our selected sample. The reason behind using narrow and long
rectangles parallel to contour lines in slant areas is to increase the possibility of getting ground points
out of approximately lower points than average value within a certain distance of neighbouring points
in a data set. Figure 6a illustrates a narrow long window. We also found that the direction of these
windows has effects on obtaining better results. This means that parallel windows perpendicular on
the slope vector direction can extract more ground points. Therefore, a supervised method of thin and
long windows perpendicular to the slope vector can improve the correctly classified ground points
significantly. Figure 6b demonstrates the extracted ground points by this method that are overlaid to a
DSM for better visualisation of the results.

Some studies show that moving windows improves the bare-earth segmentation [91], but in this
research, moving windows of 100 m in 1 m stepping distance (see the profiles of each window step in
Figure 7) and thin windows increased the commission error.

As the next step, two different configurations of rasterization and DEM cell size have been tested
for the slant area. In the first method, the minimum raster of 1 m and a DEM of 5 m was applied.
Figure 8 shows the results of 1 m, 3 m and 5 m rasterization in achieved DEM. Figure 9 shows the
histogram of the difference between these two DEMs cell by cell. A second configuration of 3 m
rasterization and 1 m DEM for the slant area was tested. As can be seen in Figure 9, the second method
improves the results by pushing the mean closer to zero and obtaining a higher number of pixels’
difference around zero. A high difference occurs where a few ground points have been extracted by
LMI in thin windows in using both LMI and Gi* [69] as statistics to extract approximately lower points.
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Figure 7. Visualisation of the slant area in ten profiles created by 1 m stepping between windows. Note:
Each number from 1 to 10 refers to a single profile. As an example, the tall building, namely Building 3,
is shown in profiles 3 to 10, but can be seen as a short building in profiles 1 and 2. Trees also appear in
profiles 3 to 7.
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Figure 8. Derived DEMs in slant area by making supervised windows. (a) reference DEM, (b) DEM
achieved in 3m rasterization process in slant area, (c) DEM achieved in 5 m rasterization process;
(d) DEM difference between (a) and (b), (e) DEM difference between (a) and (c).
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Figure 9. Histograms of elevation difference between our results and reference DEM: (a) 5 m
rasterization of minimum values and 1 m DEM generation using the Local Moran’s I (LMI) statistic for
extraction of lower elevation points, (b) same procedure as (a) with 1 m rasterization, (c) same pixel
sizes as (a) but using Gi*, (d) same pixel sizes as (b) but using Gi*.
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3.3. DEM Extraction Using Contour Lines in Slant Area

In this method, the DEM is extracted through the following steps. In ISPRS data set, we created a
TIN model and generated contour lines from the TIN model using 10m interval as shown in Figure 10b.
These contour lines are then used for making a DEM based on their values (see Figure 10c). During
this procedure, some of the objects such as buildings and trees are removed. The DEM is used for
separation of ground and non-ground points. Any point higher than 1 m from this DEM is considered
as a non-ground point and other points as ground points.
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Figure 10. (a) slant area: International Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) sample
11, (b) extracted contour lines from a triangulation irregular network (TIN) model, (c) extracted DEM,
(d) reference DEM.

For another data set (i.e. ISPRS sample 3), we based this method for separation of ground and
non-ground points as seen in Figure 11. These results show that this method still needs improvement
for this site.
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Figure 11. ISPRS sample 3 for testing contour line method.

3.4. Validation

The results show that the method of narrow long windows in the slant area produces better results
than the method of contour line as the level of commission error in the slant area using the contour
line method is higher than the narrow long window. The results of the achieved DEMs are validated
through histograms of the difference between our results and the reference DEM. Two autocorrelation
statistics of LMI and Gi* are explored for the extraction of ground points and the skewness and kurtosis
of these histograms are calculated to see how similar our results are to the reference DEM.
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3.5. Buildings Boundaries Extraction

The results of the tests using aggregating points and simplification methods for building boundary
extraction in ArcGIS show that a small aggregation distance (e.g., 1.5 m) results in generation of many
small polygons for one building as illustrated in Figure 12 and a large threshold causes the joining of
separate buildings.
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Figure 12. Demonstration of the results of aggregate points in geographic information system (GIS) for
extraction of buildings boundaries with 1.5 m aggregate distance in the selected data set.

Among tested aggregation distances, an empirical threshold of 2.5 m results in acceptable
outcomes. Larger values for the threshold aggregates more than one building in a polygon. Lower
values generate small polygons inside footprints (refer to Figure 12). In addition, using the Simplify
building tool will remove the small objects with an assigned threshold as shown in Figure 13a,b.
Smaller objects with area less than 100 m2 were removed from Figure 13b. We suggest conducting this
approach for 3D urban growth analysis.
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Figure 13. Result from using Aggregate Points tool (a) and Simplify building tool with assigning
100 m2 for min area and value of 1 for simplification tolerance (b) for UNSW data set.

4. Discussion

As using only contour lines cannot omit all the buildings and objects, further processing can be
done in future studies to making narrow windows parallel to contour lines in slant areas and then
applying LMI and Gi*. Indeed, the combination of these two methods is suggested for future studies.
The proposed steps for this new method are: (a) to make narrow windows parallel to contour lines
through making a 3 m buffer around the contour lines, (b) to split the buffers to individual polygons,
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then consider these polygons for application of autocorrelation statistics; (c) to extract clusters of lowest
points as ground; (d) to apply slope-based filtering for removing outliers; (e) to generate DEM from
the extracted ground points.

This paper focused on slant areas and building classifications, and DEM improvement on complex
scenes has been achieved by Shirowzhan, et al. [69]. In Shirowzhan, et al. [69], we found that four
parameters of window size, cell size, z-score and p-values of Gi* and LMI spatial statistics affect
the results of classification in complex urban scenes. In this paper, we tested the effect of window
direction and shape on the results for autocorrelation-based ground classification algorithms and
found that the two parameters are important in extraction of ground points in slant areas using both
autocorrelation spatial statistics. However, other proposed objectives can be replicated in different
case studies examining the discussed methods on different areas with complex geometry and building
attributes. Manual or semi-automatic classification provides relatively good results compared to
an automatic procedure but these are typically time consuming and challenging in complex and
slant areas.

We applied novel autocorrelation-based classification algorithms for classification of ground
and non-ground points in slant areas. Minimum-based rasterization and slope-based filtering are
suggested to be integrated in the processing in order to effectively remove spikes from the DEMs.
The test results showed that these enhanced algorithms produced high-quality overall classification
accuracy and assessment based on skewness and kurtosis.

In terms of urban metrics, the authors suggest that 3D DC, A*, global and local autocorrelation
statistics and kernel density should be applied in different urban areas such as urban blocks. In
addition, global and local autocorrelation statistics (MI, LMI, Gi and Gi*) and kernel density should
be applied to airborne Lidar data sets in different urban areas including a wider range of building
forms and infrastructure elements in order to explore the patterns of concentration of relatively
higher buildings.

This paper highlights the importance of classification algorithms and solving technical problems
in a top-down approach for analysing and explaining 3D patterns in urban areas. From a technical
perspective, this paper presents new methods for refining autocorrelation-based algorithms in slant
areas. By contrast with other studies which focus on flat areas, this paper tackles examining slant areas
using point cloud data sets. Methodologically, four main experimentations of window size, window
shape, window direction and cell size were chosen and empirically examined to find out how it can
improve DEM creation in slant areas. In addition, our experimentation compares building boundaries
extraction from classified buildings’ points within a GIS environment.

One of the main implications of investigating ground classifications, building height and urban
form analytics is to produce accurate data for buildings, developing robust metrics for detection of
the compactness of vertical development and applying all metrics on different data sets. This would
help in detecting changes in a smarter way which is required for achieving smart city concepts and
improving urban planning models. The ground and non-ground classification algorithms can be used
for development of ArcGIS tools in terms of DEM and NDSM extraction from airborne Lidar point
cloud data.

There have been barriers in the past on how to investigate 3D patterns of urban form. For
exploring the trends of change detection of spatial and temporal urban form, Shirowzhan et al. [47]
suggested change detection algorithms, which are important for urban planners to decide which of
the existing methods of change detection should be applied. While there are metrics to characterise
horizontal patterns of urban fabric, it is challenging to identify vertical patterns of urban fabric
due to a lack of reliable height information, methods to model the distribution of building heights,
methodologies to detect 3D urban patterns, and spatial analysis methods. Recently, the rate of
vertical urban development has created an urgent need for characterising the trends and patterns
of these developments. Change detection in building heights for 3D map updating is the first step
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for monitoring this type of urban development. Repeated airborne Lidar data coverage can provide
accurate 3D data revealing a height difference of the buildings over time.

The point and pixel-based change detection algorithms of Lidar data should be compared We
suggest comparison of five change detection algorithms for the airborne Lidar data such as support
vector machine (SVM), maximum likelihood (ML), image differencing (ID), cloud to cloud (C2C) and
multiple model to model cloud comparison (M3C2) [61]. In a spatial and temporal analysis, it is critical
to examine the capabilities of Local Moran’s I, Gi* and kernel density in hot spot analysis of building
height patterns. Figure 14 highlights the contributions of this research and some avenues for future
studies for developing a variety of urban metrics. The drivers and factors influencing 3D patterns and
growth of urban areas are required to be identified by urban planners and economists. This study
discussed that Lidar solutions can assist in producing the required building height information, hence
the following questions should be addressed in different contexts:

• Factors, drivers and processes influencing different types of 3D urban patterns;
• Spatial urban theories and model modifications to consider both urban growth and various

vertical patterns;
• Adding 3D DC and A* to the current metrics for urban block-scale analysis [61];
• Applying the global and local autocorrelation statistics as metrics appropriate for different cases

of urban areas at the city and block scale; and
• Applying the kernel density appropriate for urban block scale on various cases of different countries.

Figure 14 also shows three categories of urban metrics in different scales of plot, block and city [61].
The proposed local and global autocorrelation statistics for deriving the distribution pattern of heights
can be added to the currently available metrics in both urban block and city scales [61]. We suggest
comparing a pixel-based building classification method with an object-based classification tool that
classifies the points directly. The classified building points in conjunction with the derived DEM were
used for extraction of digital building models (DBMs).

This study also suggests that future studies should select different case studies and employ the
concepts of contact surface (A*) and 3D DC to measure the level of 3D urban compactness. The
replications of the methods will be considered as validation based on simulation data sets and DBMs
of urban areas extracted from airborne Lidar data. In the simulation study, using a 3 × 3 matrix of
horizontal and vertical urban fabric patterns, nine 3D urban fabric types would be suggested, and the
same size urban extents with different typologies can be extracted from the Lidar data. The results
from both simulation and 3D point clouds may show the differentiation among the typologies using
A* and 3D DC.

Our investigations show the need for describing building height patterns in urban areas to obtain
essential information about spatial and temporal vertical development of the urban fabric. The spatial
relationship between the patterns of high building points and other urban elements as well as their
corresponding land use should be investigated.

The information such as derived patterns of compactness of relatively higher and lower buildings,
can be used by developing big data for urban planners and managers for better planning of future
directions of development of cities, as well as decisions on the location of relatively higher and lower
buildings, with the knowledge of the current developments. Recently, the need for large scale Lidar
data and big spatial data are confirmed in the literature [92–96].
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Figure 14. Summarised research methods suggested for further investigations in different urban areas
in different countries. Note: SVM, ML, ID, C2C, M3C2 refer to support vector machine, maximum
likelihood, image differencing, cloud to cloud, multiscale model to model cloud comparison.
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Our investigation of spatial and temporal urban form change detection may provide a monitoring
technique for urban planners to investigate the trends of vertical urban development at specific time
intervals. The information derived from both 3D building and vegetation change detection can be used
in a sustainability study for urban forms to explore whether the trends of physical change of 3D urban
form is favourable for sustainability in the era of climate change [90]. The need for the applications
of Lidar in sustainable development and landscape have been discussed in recent studies such as:
Bonczak and Kontokosta [96] in complex urban landscapes; Guo, et al. [97] for modelling habitat
connectivity variables to prioritise spatial conservation issues; and Wentz, et al. [98] for addressing
dynamics of urban forms in global cities. The research themes presented in this work are fundamentally
important for developing ideas such as the 3D space syntax [99] that answers the question of how 3D
urban fabric patterns may affect movement patterns, safety, land value [100–102].

In addition, high-accuracy DBMs are required for a variety of applications e.g., urban planning
and hydrology modelling, civil engineering and surveying. For example, DBMs can be used for
footprint extraction and mapping updating purposes. The implication of our findings is in urban
morphology studies, since they need DBMs for measuring spatial metrics such as a floor area ratio
(FAR) and building coverage ratio (BCR).

In the process of elimination of ground elevation from classified buildings points, we found that
in slant areas the geometry of the roof tops changes (See Figure 15). For future research, we suggest
investigating how to solve such a problem. This solution would be very important in studies on the
estimation of photovoltaic potentials that is influenced by the geometry and slope direction of roof
tops as these characteristics affect the level of solar gain. These results are crucial for characterising
3D urban developments over time specifically for the assessment of sustainability of urban form to
compute how buildings volumetrically change compared to vegetation in a city.
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5. Conclusions

This study aimed to test new methods for refining autocorrelation-based algorithms in slant
areas and to compare building boundaries extraction from classified buildings points within a GIS
environment. These aims are considered for solving technical problems we have faced in 3D urban
growth analyses.

Four parameters, namely window size, window shape and direction, cell size were empirically
selected in order to improve the DEM in slant areas. The results show that the presented algorithms in
this paper improve DEMs in slant areas. However, these algorithms still need further improvements in
such areas. The method utilised in this study is to consider narrow long square windows perpendicular
to the slope vector in slant areas with 1 m stepping between the windows’ movements and also to
make contour lines with 10 m intervals in slant areas. The novelties in our experiments are: (i) window
direction and contour lines for slant area; (ii) applying moving windows; and (iii) iterated non-ground
extraction. These approaches produce acceptable results; however, further improvement is proposed
for future studies through making buffers around contour lines and considering these buffers as
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windows that should be perpendicular to the slope vector and can be used for applying spatial
autocorrelation statistics such as Local Moran’s I.

The contributions of this paper are the proposition of considering four parameters in
autocorrelation-based algorithms for extraction of ground points in slant areas and comparison among
the methods of building boundaries’ extraction in the GIS environment. This study showed that the
direction of the windows i.e., stretching windows parallel to contour lines and extraction of contour
lines with a distance interval improves classification in slant areas.
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